
 
 
 
DATE: May 11, 2023 
 
BID NO. ITB 22-013-LKD  ADDENDUM No. 2 
 
Project.:  Traffic Operations Building 

 

The following represents clarification, additions, deletions, and/or modifications to the above referenced 
solicitation. This addendum shall hereafter be regarded as part of the solicitation. Items not referenced 
herein remain unchanged. Words, phrases or sentences with a strikethrough represent deletions to the 
original solicitation. Underlined words and bolded, phrases or sentences represent additions to the original 
solicitation, as applicable. 
 
Questions and Answers 

Q1 What is the collateral load that should be included for the Pre-Engineered Metal Building?  

A1 10 PSF. 
  
Q2 The riser diagram on print E201 does not show a generator disconnect but print E401 does, 

which is correct? 
A2 Generator exterior manual disconnect not required.  The disconnect will be removed from 

Drawing E401. 
  
Q3 Sheet E201 shows panel SB located in the future storage barn. What do they want done with 

that panel/ circuit? Do they want the conduit stubbed out of the slab so they can finish it later 
or do they want the panel mounted on a concrete post next to the future barn? 

A3 Mount to concrete post. 
  
Q4 The location of the generator EPO button is not shown on the prints. Where do they want it 

located? 
A4 Mount the EPO next to the ATS. 
  
Q5 Sheet E201 shows a shunt trip breaker in the generator but print E501 the spec sheet calls for 

a standard breaker, which is correct? 
A5 The remote stop EPO Option will shut down the generator and disconnect conductors which 

requires a shunt-trip breaker. 
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Q6 Sheet E201 note 3 states conduit to run a remote monitoring panel in room 113 but the remote 
monitoring panel is not drawn on the prints. Where do they want it located in room 113. 

A6 Mount to the left side of Panel ‘DP’. 
  
Q7 Does the gate opener need any control wiring run to it?  

A7 Data cabling shall be provided and installed by the Owner.  Contractor shall provide 1” 

diameter data conduit from gate controller to building data backboard.   

  
Q8 Sheet E301 room 120 covered storage shows a standard switch and note #4. Note 4 states 

switch shall override off (5) type G light fixtures. I want to clarify that this is what they want 
because the outside lights are controlled by the lighting control panel. If the control panel turns 
on the outside lights they will only turn on if the switch is on. If the switch is off then the light 
will not come on when the control panel turns the circuit on. Also if they want to turn on the 
lights in the middle of the day the lights will not turn on. 

A8 The (5) type ‘G’ fixtures under covered storage shall now be connected to the unswitched 
leg exterior lighting circuit.  All (5) fixtures shall now have motion sensor option 
#MSWL20.  Remove wall mounted override switch (note #4). 

  
Q9 The Specifications call for a flagpole, but the civil and architectural plans do not show one. 

Please advise.  

A9 Delete the flagpole from the specifications.  

  
Q10 Will Star Building Systems be an acceptable manufacturer for metal building systems in 

addition to those listed in Specification 13125, Part 2.01 A? I have attached specification data 
for Star Building Systems. 

A10 We take no exception to this manufacturer. 
  
Q11 Can a specification be provided for Shower stall and fixtures at Shower 107? 

 
A11 Shower spec has been added to the Plumbing Fixture Schedule on P-300 (attached). 
  
Q12 On Mechanical Pages- No equipment tonnage info provided. Please advise.  
A12 “Nominal Tons” has been added to the schedule for AHU-1 on M-200 (attached). 

  
Q13 On Mechanical Pages- No zoning info provided. Please advise.  
A13 We typically do not schedule VVT zone dampers.  Their size is based on their connecting 

ductwork.  Please see the VVT Detail on M-200 for more information. 
  
Q14 On Mechanical Pages- No cfm requirements or register specs provided. Please advise.  
A14 In the Air Distribution Schedule on M-100, the Legend notes that the third row of each air 

device tag lists the CFM.  We did miss identifying the return CFM for Open Office 112.  This 
has been corrected on drawing sheet M100.   

  
Q15 2.02, D4 - Cabinet backs and unfinished surfaces need one coat of aluminum paint, is this 

required?  
A15 Aluminum paint is not required.   



  
Q16 2.01, C3 - Cabinet interiors to be pressure infused laminate, is this cabinet liner?  
A16 Yes. 
  
Q17 2.02, C - Cabinet concealed backs to be a minimum of 1/2" stock, can this be 1/4" stock?  
A17 No.  ½” thick material shall be used for cabinet backs.   
  
Q18 2.02, C5 - Drawer bottoms shall be 1/4" hardboard, can this be 1/4" plywood?  
A18 Yes. 
  
Q19 Could you please confirm Specification 13125, Part 2.05 – A calling for MBCI 16” 

LokSeam wall panels? This is typically a roof panel. MBCI PBR is a panel typically used 
on metal building system walls. 

A19 The PBR panel is acceptable as long as the installation can satisfy the wind and impact 
requirements.   

  
Q20 Specification 13125, Part 1.03 – B, 8 calls for deflection requirement of Metal Building 

System to be L/240. Is this just for C channel /  wall girt bracing masonry wall or does 
it apply to all deflections of the metal building system? 

A20 This would be specified by the building manufacturer and would need to be verified on their 
drawings as to what assumptions they designed to.  We have not received the PEMB 
drawings – Anchor bolt drawings and reactions should be submitted to Grindley Williams 
Engineering so that we can review the reactions to finalize the foundation design. 

  
  
Attachments: Drawing sheets M100, M200 and P300. 
  

 








